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volume 1 of cardiaks flatline series debuted to stellar reviews. cardiaks drums have been featured in over 100 tracks such as: “gon’ be” by drake, “diamonds” by lil wayne, “kream” by lil wayne, “fire” by rick ross, “gotta get mine” by drake, "every single night" by young money, “triplet” by migos, "love me" by tyga, “ima make you wanna” by big sean, “the gold” by
kanye west, “i will” by k. michelle, “lou” by drake, “heart break” by chris brown, “going bad” by drake, “boyfriend” by rick ross, “barbs” by drake, “dope with me” by drake, “back from the dead” by nicki minaj, “first things first” by drake, “the recipe” by kendrick lamar, “up y'all” by chris brown, “cap off” by drake, “wouldn't be your girlfriend” by drake, "legend has it"

by drake, “holy ghost (jakari's revenge)” by kanye west, “what does it take” by kanye west, “take care” by jay-z, “practice makes perfect” by p money, “real or fake” by drake, "real 4 life" by drake, “hall of fame” by drake, “yikes” by drake, “lil' homie” by young money, “the game wrote" by rick ross, "cardi free" by nicki minaj, “r.i.p. drummer, producer, and beatmaker
cardi aka cardiak releases the flatline drum kit vol.2 on his personal production venture heartfelt productionz. in this project, cardi aka cardiak is coming up on his sophomore release as a producer and beatmaker. rather than building a personalized collection of sounds to manipulate and create, this project is a carefully crafted work of art. cardi aka cardiak has worked
on tracks with artists such as r. kelly, tyrese, and many more; however, he has always had a bit of a desire to create his own sounds. so, after working on r. kelly’s more life record, cardi aka cardiak then took the time to work on a more personal collection, this record is as a result of his passion. having worked with several artists over the years, cardi aka cardiak was

able to learn what is and is not successful on a record. this is a project that he has taken years to complete, and is looking forward to sharing. with a variety of stems, samples, and instrument loops, the flatline drum kit vol.2 is full of quality sounds that includes a variety of 808s and hi-hats. while this collection is a bit on the more aggressive side, the variation of styles,
sounds, and accents will give you the tools to create anything you can imagine.
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download the latest and greatest drums from the heartfelt industries drum kit collection. this is cardiaks first kit. along with its unique goodness, it
includes 2 custom samples of cardiaks signature sound. horns and the "hee-hee-hee" effects were taken from the holthaus-on-smash by cardiaks

team. these are great for use as high hats. designed for hip hop and r&b producers, this pack brings you all the snares and claps youll need for a one
shot in your production. big fat snares, little fat snares, hard claps, soft claps and more. with 14 full kits, each sound is meticulously recorded using

the highest-quality analog gear and treated with massive amounts of eq, compression and modulation. all samples recorded in a professional
recording studio with top of the line equipment. the drum broker was built with the sole intention of giving producers, artists, and beatmakers access
to the highest quality, 100% royalty free drum kits and sampled sounds in the market. we have all the basics covered. our samples are 100% royalty
free, giving us complete control. you can purchase all of our samples completely individually or all as a pack. no hidden fees, no bullshit! we have a
wide range of drum kits, pads, and synths, all sampled from the highest quality digital and analog hardware. we cater to all styles of music including
trap, hip hop, rnb, pop, and edm. we strive to give you the highest quality, most modern sound and the biggest bang for your buck. no matter what

kind of music you like, we have you covered. check us out and let us know what you think! - the drum broker 5ec8ef588b
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